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Simonetta Stella

Green performance
THE NEW INTEGRATED NAVAL PROPULSION SYSTEM HYDROPACK, DEVELOPED BY 
AS DI LABRUNA & C. SAS IN COLLABORATION WITH OLEODINAMICA GECO S.R.L., IS 
EFFICIENT, SAFE AND GUARANTEES LOWER FUEL CONSUMPTION

Hydropack is an integrated naval propulsion system that manages, 
through hydrostatic transmission activated by diesel engines, the 
propulsion of the vessel, the production of electrical energy and 
the operation of any accessories. This solution, designed by AS, a 
company based in Monopoli in the province of Bari, is made up of 
one or more diesel engines, hydraulic pumps, one or more hydrau-
lic motors, tank for oil and hydraulic accessories and a command 
and management system.
The diesel engine is coupled with a variable capacity hydrau-
lic pump that sends oil under high pressure to a hydraulic mo-
tor connected with the shaft. The motor is fixed capacity and is 
coupled with the boat’s transmission: in-line, sterndrive, sail dri-
ve, pod or hydro jet. The Hydropack system, developed with the 
support of Oleodinamica Geco, which specialises in supplying high 
performance engines that have no alternatives on the market for 
transmitting power from 135 to 450 hp, is a modular, configurable 
system that offers the following versions: single-engine – single pro-
peller, several engines – single propeller, single-engine, several pro-
pellers, several engines – several propellers. The engines used in 
Hydropack are high performance, with innovative technological so-
lutions and conform to IMO/MARPOL – 2003/44/EC-CCNR. 

Versatile and configurable depending on use
The Hydropack propulsion system guarantees high performance: 
it operates in the best point of efficiency (60 – 70% of maximum 

RPM) at a constant speed. This permits optimal management of 
fuel injection, fuel consumption that is up to 50% lower than in a 
traditional system, lower emissions of particulate and NOX, reduc-
tion of smoke levels (no white smoke on cold starting, less smoking 

Oleodinamica Geco
Oleodinamica Geco (www.oleodinamicageco.com) has for 50 
years been producing axial piston hydraulic motors with fixed 
and variable capacity, operating in partnership with customers 
to study the various application requirements, and supplying 
the best solutions to manufacturers in several sectors. Today 
the company, based in Pianezza in the province of Turin, has 
developed three ranges with a total of more than 50 different 
models: HF-HV (400 BAR 10-2000 RPM, KF-KV (250 BAR 
1-1000 RPM), SF (150 BAR 10-500 RPM). For the Hydropack 
naval propulsion system the ideal hydraulic motors were the 
H series because they were produced in a range of capacities 
(100 – 700 cm³) and transmitted power from 135 to 450 hp. In 
addition the rotation speed of the Geco motors are particularly 
suited to exploiting the maximum hydraulic yield of the 
propellers, optimising their direct use both on the shaft and on 
the sterndrive. In this way they exploit to the full the internal 
combustion power thanks to high volume and mechanical yield. 
In addition the low noise of the component, 65 dBa, makes these 
motors suitable for installation in any point of the vessel without 
creating sound interference in the living quarters.

The new Hydropack integrated naval propulsion system.

The motors used in Hydropack conform to IMO/MARPOL – 2003/44/
EC-CCNR.
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THE DIESEL ENGINE 
IS COUPLED WITH A 
VARIABLE CAPACITY 
HYDRAULIC PUMP THAT 
SENDS OIL UNDER 
HIGH PRESSURE TO 
A HYDRAULIC MOTOR 
CONNECTED WITH  
THE SHAFT

LUBRIFICANTI
Contec propone i lubrificanti della 
Roil Petroli formulati con mezzi e 
criteri altamente tecnologici nel 
pieno rispetto dell’ambiente e delle 
più severe specifiche Europee.

CELLE A COMBUSTIBILE
Contec distribuisce le celle a 
combustibile EFOY per una fonte 
di energia sempre disponibile.

CONDIZIONATORI NAUTICI
Contec distribuisce i condizionatori 
nautici Webasto Serie S & Blue Cool 
Classic e Webasto Serie C & Blue 
Cool Premium.

TURBOCOMPRESSORI
Contec, importatore ufficiale per l'Italia dei 
turbocompressori Holset e turbocompressori IHI, 
commercializza e ripara turbine di tutte le marche: 
Garrett, KKK, Mitsubishi, Schwitzer, Toyota, ABB.

RISCALDATORI NAUTICI
Contec distribuisce i riscaldatori nautici 
Webasto ad aria o ad acqua, la soluzione 
ideale per la tua imbarcazione.

FRIGORIFERI E CANTINETTE
Contec distribuisce frigoriferi e 
cantinette Indel Webasto Marine, 
per il massimo del comfort e 
della tecnologia.

CONTECTURBO.IT

+39 017 3281 171
contec@contecturbo.it

Seguici su

Nel traffico cittadino o in un 

deserto, su una montagna 

innevata o in mare aperto, su 

ogni percorso, con ogni mezzo 

di trasporto, Contec con Te.
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accelerations, no black smoke), less vibration and noise, minimal 
operating and maintenance costs, maximum safety and long life for 
the engine. Hydropack has no inverter and inversion of movement 
is obtained by varying the capacity of the hydraulic pumps so the 
incorporated aerodynamic joint is highly flexible to dampen vibra-
tions and torsional load; the transmission ratio is variable; resistance 
to inversion is optimal; speed control is very flexible at low regimes. 
With the Hydropack system the propeller is moved by a hydrau-
lic motor and so it is possible: to have the diesel engines installed 

anywhere on board, ac-
cording to the needs of the 
naval architect, even the 
smallest vessel can ha-
ve refrigerated space, sto-
rage and galley and can 
remain at sea for several 
days. In addition the engi-
ne can be located far from 
the driving station for quie-
ter sailing. Thanks to the-

se features the shaft can be smaller; it can be better angle to im-
prove propulsion efficiency; the engine can be installed on antivi-
bration mounts of very low hardness and still greatly reduce vibra-
tion. In addition, with the Hydropack system, all working accessori-
es, for example water pumps or bow thrusters, can be hydraulically 
driven with auxiliary pumps connected to the diesel engines. In this 
way there will be no forward power drain and auxiliary plant can be 
smaller. Finally the Hydropack system is controlled by an electronic 
system that manages and optimises the speed of the motor, its di-
rection, load sharing, energy consumption, hydraulic oil pressure, 
acceleration and deceleration ramps.
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Thanks to AS di Labruna & C. sas and Oleodinamica Geco s.r.l. 
For the material supplied.

The series H hydraulic motors by Oleodinamica Geco Srl are 
produced in a range of capacities (100-700 cm3).
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